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Overview

• Progress on Data Requirements per use cases and 
activities

• Current activities
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Applications of the Demonstrator

• Application 1: Use satellite data for landslide disaster assessment and mitigation along 
transportation and pipeline corridors, with goal of establishing local monitoring of areas of 
possible danger with regularity and consistency of observation, and of facilitating the assessment 
of the future evolution of these slopes

• Application 2: Use of satellite data for establishing landslide risk financing products (country 
or region risk profiles, hazard and risk maps) in full complementarity with the World Bank Disaster 
Risk Financing and Insurance Program (DRFIP).

• Application 3: Coordinate and expand the availability of landslide inventories and supporting data 
to advance landslide science at global scale, with the systematic documentation of large 
landslide disasters triggered by intense rainfall and/or high magnitude earthquakes in terms of 
standardized inventories of different complexity.

Demonstrator Leads
Jean-Philippe Malet (University of Strasbourg)

Dalia Kirschbaum (NASA)
Corey Froese (BGC Engineering)

Clément Michoud (Terranum)
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Use cases

China Corridor Use case
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Status of Data Requirements
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Status of Data Requirements
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Status of Data Requirements
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Status of Data Requirements

Data requirements per use cases defined with the stakeholders

CSA: quotas discussed

DLR / CONAE : meeting week 23

ASI/CNES: meeting to plan before end of June

à First delivery of data in September/October 2021 (and official start of Demonstrator)
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Application: Landslide Risk Financing

Application 2:  Operational Landslide EO Products for Disaster Risk Financing 
and Insurance Program (World Bank)

Goal: implement a processing platform 
prototype to respond to likely landslide 
events (in Near-Real Time, NRT) in order to 
provide estimates of parameters suitable to 
inform parametric insurance calculations. 

Development and stress-tests of services 
and products over Morocco, but all the 
development will be generic to be easily 
transferred to other countries and risk 
situations (especially in SE Asia).

Industry Participant: World Bank

Demonstrator Leads: Clément Michoud
(Teranum) and Jean-Philippe Malet



CEOS WGDisasters

Landslide Hazard Information System – Prototype Project
o Key Objectives:

o High resolution, automatic landslide mapping using EO data

o Landslide Hazard Assessment, suitable for generalization to other locations
o Landslide Impact Assessment, including exposure estimates and cost / impact 

indices.
o Collaborating groups: Terranum (Swi), Conectus CNRS EOST (France), 

USRA / NASA (USA), Terradue (Italy), NHAZCA (Italy)

D1: LHIS-P Morocco
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CEOS WGDisasters

Landslide Hazard Information System –
Prototype Project

o Project deliverables on track for completion in 
Early June

o Data collection and cataloging of relevant 
factors for landslide hazard and risk completed

o High resolution local landslide inventory 
completed

o Development of local susceptibility model 
completed for test area

o Deployment of local LHASA/FLOW-R system on 
University of Strasbourg HPC systems in 
process

o Runout and impact assessment underway

D1: LHIS-P Morocco
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Application 3: Advancing EO-based landslide inventories for extreme forcing events (heavy 
rains, high-magnitude earthquakes)

The goal of this application is to coordinate and share methodologies for the establishment of landslide inventories 
accross different geologic and morphologic zones. In this activity we will proose standard for creating and 
publishing EO-based landslides inventories, with the goal of develoing an online open system to share algorithms 
and inventories using SAR and optical methodologies. This work will be done in coordination with the newly 
formed LandAware consortium’s Data Working Group, with EGS (EuroGeoSurveys) and with JRC

Application: Global Landslide Data

Industry Participants: LandAware Consortium, 
World Landslide Forum, USGS, EuroGeoSurveys,  
JRC and other geological mapping agencies

Demonstrator Leads: Dalia Kirschbaum, Jean-Philippe 
Malet (CNRS/EOST) and Olivier Dewitte (RMCA).

Methodologies
Inventories
• New, open methods for SAR and optically-derived 

inventories. Definition of quality criteria for validating EO-
based inventory and store the information, data standards

• System to store and disseminate inventories on-line 
Models
• Comparison and sharing of models that provide automatic 

mapping capabilities and calculation of advanced statistics 
from the EO database. 

• Establish correlation with triggers (thresholds, scaling laws) 
for benchmark inventories.



Semi-Automatic Landslide Detection 
(SALaD) system

SALaD code is undergoing NASA’s software release process and will be released as soon as it is done



Rainfall induced landslides 
inventory for lower Mekong

1. Upgrade SALaD to incorporate a change 
detection-based 
approach (SALaD-CD) to create 
event-based landslide inventories.

2. Testing and inventories creation for rainfa
ll events in lower Mekong region in collabor
ation with 
SERVIR Mekong.

3. PlanetScope imagery available through N
ASA CSDA program.

4. Paper submitted to Geoscience Data Jou
rnal. Data will be 
available upon acceptance. 

Pukar Amatya (NASA/USRA)



Phong Dien, Vietnam (October 12, 2020)



Huong Phung, Vietnam 
(October 18, 2020)



Quang Nam, Vietnam 
(October 28, 2020)



New physical approaches to map landslides from
time series of deformation measurements



New physical approaches to map landslides from
time series of deformation measurements



LandAware held a 24-hour meeting on 19-20 May that welcomed an 
international community to discuss a variety of topics on landslide early 
warning systems, supporting data and stakeholder engagement

A LEWS Data WG has convened 2 meetings this year with the goals of 
identifying available data to serve as benchmarks for mapping 
activities, identifying best practices for a white paper, and discussion of 
a portal for centralizing LEWS data and information

Landslide Early Warning 
System Network –
LandAware

https://www.landaware.org/


